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OPINION AFTER FURTHER HEARING 
Summary 

This decision evaluates the Weatherization AssistancefSales 
Program (WAfS?) submitted by Southern California Gas Company (Socal) 
in compliance with Or~ering Paragraph 15 of Decision (D.) 82-02-135. 
SOCal is authorized to continue its Direct Sales Program (DSP) 
separate from the advice-referral actiVities of its Weatherization 
Financing and Credits Program (WFCP). The decision finds that: 

a. WAfSP should be structured and 
administered to minimize any 
anticompet1tive effect and to make any 
such ·effect reasonable. 

b. DSP should bear a fully allocated 
share of promotional and inspection 
costs. 

c. DSP should feature all types of 
insulation and weatherization 
materials eligible for WFCP. 

SoCal is directed to revise its WAfS? to comply with the 
~ letter and spirit of this decision. 

I. IntrOduction and Background 

Purposes 
This decision has two purposes--to present the results of 

the Commission's consideration of: 
1. The reasonableness of DSP as proposed 

by SOCal;: ana 
2. Any potential anticompetitive effects 

of DSP both by itself ana in 
conjunction with WFCP. 

Procedural History 
On February 11p 1982, the Commis~ion issued D.82-02-135 in 

this consolidated proceeding. The Commission directed SoCal to 
implement a WFCF and found that incorporation of SoCal's DSP' into the 
WFCP and expansion of DSF to incluae sales of all conservation 
measures eligible for WFCP financing were reasonable. DSP is a 
program by which commissioned salesmen employed by SoCal solicit for 
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and independent contractors in5tall insulation and other conservation 
material or ~Quipment in the homes of SoCal's customer5. 

Earlier, in D.92497 (in A.59316). dated D~cember 5, 1980, 
the Commi~sion had ordered SoCal to continue its nsp only until the 
COmmi5s!on had ap~roved a zero interest loan program (ZIP) for 
SoCal. Sub5equent to the ~ssuance of D.92491, SoCal's then existing 
home insulation program (RIP). with its financing incentive of an 8% 
interest rate fOr" attic insulation loans and its support from nSF. 
bec~e ove~hel~ingly successful with SoCal's ratepayers. Because of 
the success of H:?, the significantly higher cost of ZIP to 
ratepayers, and the self-supporting nature of the nsp, the Comm1~sion 
decided in D.82-02-135 to continue both. the 8% financing and DS? as 
features of WFCP. 

the Commission found in D.82-02-135 that the incorporation 
of nS? into °tlFCP would substantially r-educe SoCal' s labor costs while 
providing the additional inducement to weatherization of ~clos1ng the 
sale". Second, the Commission found th~t both incorporating DSP into 
WFCP and expanding it to include sales ot all the conservation 
measures made eligible for- WFCP were reasonabl~. the Commission also 
found that the combined functions of weatherization representatives 
and direct sales agents could be per-formed by a single labor- foree. 

Ordering P~r-agr-aphs i.d. and 15 of D.82-02-135 required 
SoCal to file with the Commissior. its designs for the weatherization 
r-epresentative and direct sales elements of ~FCP. Ordering Paragraph 
~ . d. r-cads: 

"d. SoCal sball provide advice to 
customers about WFCP, contr-actor 
referr-als, and financing through a 
weatherization representative who 
will also have the author-ity to make 
direct company s~les to customers of 
all eligible WFCP oeasur-es. SoCal 
shall offer participation in its 
direct company sales program to all 
RCS-listed contractors under- uniform 
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standards established by SoCal. 
SoCal shall develop its own 
guid'e11nes, cons1stent w1 th this 
dec1sion, to implement this comb1ned 
weatherization advice/sales program 
and shall file a report within 30 
day$ of ~he effect1ve date of this 
order detailing the manner 1n which 
the program will be operated and the 
standards to be re~uired of 
contractors participating in direct 
company sales. Th1s filing shall be 
served 00. all appearances in these 
proceedings." 

Ordering Paragraph 15 of D.82-02-135 reiterated the requ1rement f'or a 
report and provided for further hearings: 

"15. Within 30 days of the effective date 
of this order, SoCal shall f11e a 
report on the details and manner in 
which it plao.s to operate its direct 
conservation sales program. The 
Administrat1ve Law Judge shall set 
limited further hearings, to be held 
as soon as possible thereafter, to 
consider the reasonableness ot the 
program as it is to be implemented, 
as well as any potential 
ant1competitive effects of an ongOing 
SoCal direct sales program." 

Subsequently, D.82-0S-043 denied rehearing of D.82-02-13S, 
but mod1fied the order to clarity the manner 1n which the Commission 
expected So Cal to carry out its Residential Conservation Service 
(RCS) program and WFCP. Language was, added to Ordering Paragraph , 5.~ 
requiring SoCal to give widespread notice ot the hearings on its 
direct conservation sales report. 

SOCal filed and distributed the required repor't, entitled 
"Weatherization Advice/Sales Plan," 00 March 25, 1982. On June :, 
1982, the Executive Director of the Commi~sioo not1f'ied the partie3 
and their representatives. that a hearing on the program and· any 
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accompanying anticompetitive effects woula be held before the 
presiding admini~trative law judge (ALJ) on June 28" 1982. SoCal 'Was 
directed to notify the industry as reCluired by amended Ord'ering 
Paragraph 15.-

Hearings were held on WAfSP on June 28 and 29, 1982 in San 
Francisco. The matter was submitted on June 29, subject to the 
receipt of concurrent briefs on July 30. On September 22, 1982' the 
Commission issued D.82-09-062, which disposed of the issue of 
participation in the WFC? and RCS programs by low-income customers 
(D.82-10-043 was later issued to correct typographical errors). 

During the period between the June hearings ana the issuance 
of D.82-09-062, the California Energy Commission (CEC) added a new 
chapter to the RCS State Plan for California. The chapter, 
designatea Chapter XIV, was added to ensure that the RCS State Plan 
complies with the National Energy Conservation Policy Act (NEC?A) and. 
regulations issued by the Department of Energy (DOE) to implement 

tt NEC?A. D.82-09-062 therefore reCluired SoCal to conform its plan to 
Chapter XIV ana to submit annual reports to the Commission and the 
CEC each December 1. These reports will describe SoCal's activities 
under Chapter XIV, includ.ing steps taken to achieve compliance with 
Section A of Chapter XIV. Section A provides an exemption from 
NECPA's Supply and Installation ?rohibition for energy conservation 
and renewable resource measures "instal:'ed either at no direct charge 
to the customer or pursuant to PUC Decision 82-02-135". 

On August 31, 1982, the Commission issued D.82-08-109, an 
Order Moaifying D.82-02-135 and D.82-05-043. The modification 
allowed installation of conse~vation measures under WFCP by any 
licensed California contractor, rather than limiting such 
installation to those on the CEC's RCS master list. This 
modification, however, applies only to contractors retained by the . 
utility customers. Chapter XIV requires contractors participating in 
SoCal's DS? to be RCS-lis.ted. 
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Public Hearing 
At the June 28 and 29 hearings, So Cal and the Energy 

Con~ervation Branch (ECB) of the Commi~~ion staff each pre~ented a 
witness. In addition, the Insulation Ccntraetcrs Assceiaticn (ICA), 
Mineral Insulaticn Manufaeturers Asscciation (MIMA), the Southern 
Califcrnia Weatherization Contraetors Asscciaticn, and three 
insulation ccntracting firms each presented a witness. 

Prior to the hearing, ccunsel for ScCal submitted a 
prehearing brief whicb presented ScCal's legal opinions regarding: 
(1) The findings and ccnclusicns by the Ccmmissicn necessary to 
establish a record on ccmpetitive effects and, if re~uired, to. 
suppcrt a "state action" defense to. a claim fcr violation cf 
antitrust laws, and (2) the findings and conclusions by the 
Commissicn necessary to. facilitate SoCal's obtaining the waiver cr 
exempticn necessary under NEC?A for the direct sales aspects of 
ScCal's WFC? the brief also dealt with the establishment of a NECPA 
exemption; the subsequent adopticn cf Chapter XIV of the RCS· State 
Plan by the Ctc has rendered this porticn of the brief mcot. 

At the hearing SoCal presented prcof of widespread 
dissemination cf the notice of hearing by publication in all cf the 
newspapers ccvering the utility'S service area and by two letters, 
cne transmitting the nctice to each RCS-listed. contractcr in the 
service area and the other to. each insulation ccntractor with whom. 
SoCal has dealt in the past. The two. letters provided notice of the 
hearing directly to. over 1,500 scuthern California contractors. 

Fcllowing the hearings, ccncurrent briefs were filed on 
July 30, 1982 by SoCal, ICA, and MIMA. 

II. SoCal's WAfS? Repcrt 

The implementation plan submitted to. the Ccmmission by SoCal 
differed in one fundamental respect from the program· contem.plated by 
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the Commi5~1on in D.82-02-135. SoCal proposed that the adviee-
referral aetivities funetion separately from DSP. SoCal ineorporated 
this approach in its WAfS? by continuing the two activities 
separately. . 

the stated objeetive of WAfS? 15 to give SoCal's residential 
customers an opportunity to achieve major reduet10ns in the use of 
natural gas for water and spaee heating through the purehase and 
installation of cost-effeetive energy eonservation measures. SoCal 
intends to plaee special emphasis on weatherizing dwellings of low 
income, elderly, renter, and non-English speaking people through the 
utility's Low-Income Plan whieh would be an integral part of this 
program. 

The report was supported at the hearings by Roger E. Embrey, 
SoCal's Residential Market Serviees Manager. Embrey testified that 
SoCal plans to redesign its residential marketing programs and' to. 
redirect its promotional activities to support WFCP. The utility 
intends to utilize two marketing approaches to implement WFCP, whieh 
are conSistent with eurrent insulation activities that have proven 
suecessful. One approaeh would be through extensive participation o'f 
independent contractor and retailer groups who would develop leads 
and complete sales eontraets on their own behalf. The other approach 
would be through expansio.n of Socal's current DSP. Both approaches 
would include sales and installation of all measures now eligible for 
WFCP loans and cash eredits. 

!he expenses incurred by SoCal in conducting WAfSP would be 
accounted 'fo.r in the Conservation Cost Adjustment CCCA) balancing 
account. SoCal would follow the accounting requirements, procedures, 
and review of this plan required oy D.82-02-135. 
Separation of Advice and Sales Activities 

The WA/SP report declares that SoCal eannot avoid . anticompetit1ve effeets in program deSign if it is required to. 
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~ implement the combined program ordered by the Commission. SoCal 
believes, however, that it can minimize anticompetitive effects and 
meet the spirit and intent of D.82-02-135 by separating the advice-
referral and nSF functions. 

Emo'rey testified that SoCal had identified a number of areas 
in which a combined program would entail one individual performing 
two functions, which would create potential antitrust and 
anticompetitive situations. SoCal was also concerned that, should 
one individual represent himself or herself as both a weatherization 
agent and a direct sales agent, there would definitely be a shift in 
sales from independent contractors to SoCal. SoCal's proposal for 
separation of functions was supported by MIMA and was not addressed 
by any other party, including the Commiss1on staff. 
Direct Sales Program 

SoCal proposes to expand the existing self-supporting 
insulation DSF to include the sale and installa~10n of all the 
measures which are eligible for WFCP. D.aZ-OZ-135 defined two 
classes of eligible measures. The ~Big 6" includes measures which 
are generally cost-effective, and so are eligible for WFCP without an 
RCS audit. The Big 6 include attic insulation, weatherstripping, 
water heater blankets, lOw-flow showerheads, caulking, and duct 
wrap. A second group of conservation measure~ would be sold by SoCal 
only after shown to be cost-effective by an RCS audit. 

SoCal would expand its existing attic insulation sales force 
to meet the increased demand anticipated from WA/SP. To achieve 
merchandising goals, SoCal's commissioned sales agents would follow 
leads obtained through bill inserts or other promotions and explain 
the benefits of installing cost-effective energy conservation 
measure::!. They would explain the options of 8% financing or utility 
cash credits and secure a contract for installation. 
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SoCal would arrange for installation of the weatherization 
measures 1:>y experienced $ubcontractor-~ who have entered into a 
contract with the utility. Subcontr-actor-~ would supply all material 
and labor related to the installation at a negotiated' price. SoCal . 
would not become involved 1n the pur-chase,. storage, or handling of 
conservation products. 

The proposed arrangements would have the advantage of tying 
la1:>or and installation costs directly to productivity. SoCal could 
expand the work force directly in proportion to the sales. All sales 
contracts would be processed. through SoCal's Weatherization Financing 
Service Center. When a customer selected low cost financing, an 
appropriate credit check would 1:>e made using SoCal's billing records. 

After a subcontractor notified SoCal of a completed 
installation, a quality assurance inspection would be made to verify 
that all installed measures met ReS standards. After completion of 
an inspection, the installing contractor would be paid,. the sales 
agents' commission would be paid, and the customer would receive 
either monthly 1:>illings under the 8~ financing option, or cash credit 
provided by WFCP. All revenues generated by the nsp would be used to 
support the 1:>udget reqUirements for this program. '!'hey would result 
in a program operating at no cost to SoCal's ratepayers except for 
those costs associated with loan and cash credits provided for under 
the WFCP. 

SoCal's sales agents would be required to ~e licensed by the 
State of California as home improvement salesmen. Additionally,. 
adequate general liability and- automobile insurance would be 
required. Special emphasis would ~e placed on the recruitment and 
hiring of bilingual and minority :sales agents~ All agents would' 'be 
trained by SoCal. 

SoCal's existing subeontractor group would also be expanded 
to meet the anticipated increased demand. SoCal would enter into 
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contract~ with all RCS-listed contractors willing and able to meet 
all SoCal contract obligations and standards. Before SoCal would. 
enter into a contract with an installation contractor t the contractor 
would be required to: . 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

Possess an appropr1ate 
contractor's license; 
Have an office located 
serving territory; 
Be RCS-listed; 

active state 

in SoCal's 

4. Demonstrate the ability to install 
the entire package of conservat1on 
measures; 

5. Carry adequate insurance; 
6. Be adequately equipped and own a 

minimum of two mineral wool-blowing 
rigs; 

1. Have mineral wool material 
allocation from a minimum of two 
manufacturers; and 

8. Demonstrate financial stab11ity and 
a willingness to enter into a 

. contract with SoCal as to 
installation area and installation 
standards. 

SoCal would give top priority to qualified. minority 
contractors during the expansion of its existing subcontractor 
group. Subcontractor perrormance would be evaluated periodically and 
any contractor failing to meet SoCal's standards for quality, 
reliability, ana business ethics would not have its subcontract 
renewed. SoCal intends to continue to sell mineral wool insulation 
products only in order to eliminate the possibility of there being a 
one product, eellulose market. 
Pub'lic Announcement and Program 
Implementation 0'( WFC? 

Once the contractor-retailer and direct merchandising 
organ1zation and work force have been established, SoCal would 
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announce WFCP to its customers through a communications program that 
would include the use of bill ins.erts, direct mail, newspap,ers, 
television, radio, community groups, and SoCal's representatives. 
Publicity releases would also be prepared and a or-oad-based public 
communications effort undertaken to increase awareness, ana' interest 
in the program by all income and ethnic groups. 

SoCal's corporate resources would be utilized to. provide 
customers with information regarding WFCP. Energy efficiency 
centers, payme~t offices, payment agencies, a "hot11ne," and 
market services representatives and commissioned sales agents would 
be used to explain the potential benefits of WFCP to SoCal 
customers. Customers rectuesting information on SoCal's WFCP, or 
assistance with selection and evaluation of energy conservation 
measures, would be informed of the financing and' utility credits 
options, and the proeedures for participation. 

III. Reasonableness of SoCal's WAfSP 

e A. General 
The COmmission in Ordering Paragraph 15 of D.82-02-135 

carefully separated the consideration of the "reasonableness" of 
SoCal's ongoing, DSP from consideration of any of the program's 
potential anticompetitive effects. The Commission made a number of 
findings to the effect that a weatherization and insulation program 
by SoCal was not merely reasonable but urgently needed and cost-
eff~cti ve (Findings 1, 2, 10, , 2, 14, 24, and 32). The Commission 
found that the combined WFCP and' DSP program would be cost-effective 
and reasonable (Findings 14 and 24). The CommiSSion, therefore, has 
considered in these limited hearings only the reasonableness of the 
manner in which SoCal plans to operate its DSP. Only two of these 
details appear to warrant consideration: the program's cost and the 
program's restriction to sales of mineral-based insulation.· 
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The most important consideration of reasonableness is any 
cost to the ratepayer resulting from SoCal's proposed DSP over that 
contemplated by D.82-02-135. SoCal's im~lementation report 
unequivocab~y states that its proposed WAfSP can be supported from 
revenues generate4 by the DSP and the level o~ expenses authorized' by 
that decision. This pOSition was affirmed at the hearing by SoCal's 
witness Embrey in response to a speci~ic question by the ALJ. The 
D.82-02-135 cost level found reasonable for WFCP, includ'ing DSP'~ will 
be maintained. The Commission will find the costs of WAfSP, as a 
component of WFC?, to be reasonable. 
B. Reasonableness of Restriction 

of DSP to· Mineral-Based 
Insulation 

Objections 
The only expressed objections to the reasonableness of 

SoCal's WA/SP, as distinguished from anticompetitiveness, pertained 
to the DSP and were made by a contractor witness Edward Dart, ICA's 

~ witness Joseph J. Honick, and staff witness Grayson Grove. 
Dart complained that SoCal's salespersons, in promoting 

mineral-based insulation onlYr would disparage other forms of 
insulation, specifically cellulose insulation, as being dangerous. 
Honick was concerned that, because SoCal"s direct sales effort limits 
the types of pro4ucts to be used, it implies an institutional lack of 
confidence in certain products used by many independent contractors, 
even though those products meet all necessary Ca11!'ornj,a and ~ederal 
standards. 

Grove did not object to SoCal's exclusive use of mineral 
insulation, but he recommended that both ind.ependent contractors and. 
SoCal's DSP salespersons should be prepared, should the customer 
request, to provide samples of different insulating materials. Grove 
also testified that "the customer should at least have the • 
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opportunity to examine the advantages. anc1 c1isac1vantages,. includ.ing 
price, of at least the three traditional type~ of material. The 
customer should also have the opportunity to see and feel samples of 
the actual m~terials." (EXhibit 57.) 

The primary defense of SoCal's restricting its DSP 
insulation sales to mineral-based products. came not from SoCal itself 
but from MIMA. In its brief, MlMA argued that SoCal, as a 
participating 'WFCP' contractor~ is required by Ordering Paragraph 1.c 
of D.82-02-135 to provide repair and replacement warranties. In 
addition, SoCal, as a licensed contractor, is subject to the 
Contractor's License Law. This statute subjects SoCal to 
disciplinary proceedings for shoddy workmanship,. failure to complete 
~ork, and other Similar improp~r business practices~ (Business & 
Professions Code §§ 7090, 7109, 7119, 7162, et seq.) Furthermore, 
according to MlMA, SoCal has a legitimate interest in preserving its 
good business reputation. For all of these reasons, MIMA concluded 
that it is rea~onable for SoCal to limit its legal liability and 
preserve its business relationship by eXerCising its own judgment 
with res.pect to the products which it warrants and installs .. 
According to MIMA, there can be no discriminatory effect from such 
decisions since the customer solicited by SoCal under the DSP program 
is free to choose another ind.ependent coo tractor to install differing 
products and such installations woulc1 Q.ualify for the financing ana· 
cash incentives authorized by the WFCP. 

MIMA opined that staff witness Groves' proposal would only 
lead to enormous confusion on the customer's part and asked, "Why 
should a sales agent offer competitive products if he is not prepared 
to sell them"?" Furthermore, MIMA warned., such a prOvision would most 
likely lead to consumer Q.uestions which would p~rmit SoCal's agents 
to disparage competing products. Such a result could also be 
anticQmpetitive. 
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M!MA reasoned that, if SoCal is competing as a contractor 
with other licensed contractor~, it should have the same freedom to 
choose its products. The staff's proposed revision would, according 
to MIMA, amount to requiring a Chevrolet salesman to display Ford' and 
Plymouth models in the,same showroom. 

Discussion 
Although SoCal's DSP operates in the competitive 

marketplace, its existence depends on SoCal's status as a public 
utility. Leads for the DSF come from inserts placed in the gas bill 
envelopes and from utility advertising. In D.82-02-1~5 the 
COmmission provided funding for the combined DSP and WFCI>. Since the 
proposed DSF would depend on SoCal's utility status, and on 
advertising placed in bills for public utility service, it follows 
that the program is a business affected with a public interest. 
(Munn v Illinois (,877) 94 us 113, 125, 24 L ed 77, 8,&) 

Res.tricting the material to be sold by a program dependent 
on the sponsor's status a~ a utility to mineral-based insulation 
alone would require a finding by the Commission that the restriction 
is reasonable. the record contains no evidence that would support 
such a finding. 

There is no indication that sales of cellulose-based 
insulation or other types of ins.ulation, if the product is properly 
manufactured to federal, state, and local standards., including fire 
protection standards, would subject SoCal to any more potential legal 
liability or damage to its reputation than would the exclusive sales 
of mineral-based insulation. Further, the Commis.sion has been shown 
no good reason why a customer answe~1ng a SoCal adve~t1sement fo~ 
in3ulation sho~ld not receive fair and impartial advice as to the 
advantages, disadvantages., and cost ,of all three of the traditional 
forms. of insulation, and be afforded freedom of choice to select that 
which b~st suits the customer's needs. 
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The Commission will find the WAfSP- reasonable, except that.". 
the proposed mineI"al-based insulation re·striction of the nsp will be 
found unreasonable. So Cal will be required to offer the three 
tI"adi tional ,types of insulation (rock wool,. fireproof cellulose, and 
fiberglass) as well as other types of insulation and conservation 
material approved by the Commission in generic decisions or in its 
I"esolutions. 

IV. Potential Ant1compet1t1ve Effects 

SoCal's witness Em.brey only touched upon the potential 
anticompetitive effects of the WAfS? in his direct testimony. He 
testified that SoCal believed its proposal would minimize 
anticompetitive effects. There is nothing in either SoCal's 
testimony or briefs supporting the Position that the pr-ogram is 
altogether devoid of anticompetitive effects. To the contrary, both 
SoCal's prehear-ing and concur-rent opening and closing briefs seem 
predicated upon the tacit admission that the program possesses 
certain inherent anticompetitive features and suggest findings and 
conclusions intended to overcome anticompetitive impacts. 

Under cross-examinat1oc. by ICA, Embrey said that the 1982 
:OSP budget proVided $ 1 5,600 for bill inserts·. Although not 
specifically stated in the testimony, it is obvious that this figure 
merely represents the incremental cost of the bill inserts, not the 
pro I"ata share of the complete costs of mailing the utility bills. 
Embrey also conceded that So Cal , So insti tut10nal advertising benefits. 
:OSP, but he contended that it benefits independent contractors as 
well. 

In an answer to a question by staff counsel, Embrey said 
that only about 15S or 20% of the sales currently being made under 
WFCP are being made under DS? SoCal's percentage has declined from 
about 70S of the sales made under HIP when the program was . 
established in 1980. 
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Ronick presented rCA's position ~h.,t SoCal's DSP was . 
3nticomp~titivc. He thought :h~t SoCal waz to ce complimented fo~ 
its sensitive ~wareness that the Commission's decision would cre~te 
an intolerable situation to~ independent contractors who already find 
i~ extremely difficult to'compete in the marketplace_ Ronick 
asserted that any public utility direct sales activity is oy 
cefinition anticompetitive. 

rCA recognized that cooperative promotional efforts could 
assist ,independent contractors. However, rCA asserts that SoCal 
enjoys an established identity and a continuing relationship with its 
ratepayers with which independent contractors cannot compete. 
According to !CA 1 SoCal is not merely D~ "ordinary contractor," since 
no ordinary contractor cOJ.:.ld !'"each all of SoCal's ratepayers through 
the use of inse!'"ts in ratepayer funded mailings of bills and other 
materials. Fu~the~, SoCal can enter or withd~aw ~ro~ the 
marketplace 1 as cictated by the Commission, wi~hout any discernible 
n~gative impact on i~self. O~dina~y contractors with whom SoCal . 
competes, however, rely solely on the insulation or conservation 
services which they sell. 

In rCA's view the competitive advantage to SoCal of its 
unique ~elationship with its ratepayers and its diversified operation 
-is tu~ther enhanced by SoCal's capacity as a financing medium. The 
utility will be able to control the flow of funds to independent 
co~tractors participating in WFC? while substantially reducing 
administrative costs and other problems for the select few 
contractors pe~fo~ming under SoCal's WA/SP. 

Although impressed with SoCal's desire to maintain high 
standards of performance 'oy contracto!'"s who 'w'ould perform the work 
unde~ DSP, lCA Objects strenuously ~o the program 'oeing restricted to 
RCS-listed contractors. Further, while SoCal has expressed 
sensitivity in its WAfS? to the standarcs required o~ contractors by 
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con~ume~s, the p~ogram desc~iption implie~ that those who do not meet 
SoCal'~ $tanda~d~ fo~ di~ect ~ale~ wo~k a~e les~ ~ualified than those 
who do. ICA postulates that if one could accept Socal's reasoning 
that those who meet its own special stand'a~ds are the t~uly quali:f"1ed' 
cont~acto~s, then one would have to assume that the greate~ share of 
WFCP :f"1nanc1ng will be for work by less reliable contractors. ICA 
does not accept the RCS listing requirement as either va11d:or 
legal. Additionally, the program's implications ~egard1ng quality 
work create an unfair and unacceptable competitive edge for SoCal to 
which few if any independent contractors can respond. 

ICA also argues that Socal itself is open to some question 
with regard to its own direct sales. Other than its own asserted 
high performance standards, there is little in SoCal's current or 
previous testimony which addre:!.sed hoW' its own commi~~ioned sales 
agents could be restrained from taking advantage of their d'irect 
affiliation with the utility. One need not be a marketing genius, 

~ lCA observes, to realize that the public is generally more attuned to 
the safety implied by the larger institution as opposed to that 
afforded by smaller businessmen who may be just as reliable. 

In its brief, ICA concludes that SoCal is absolutely 
correct in its own deep conce~ns about it~ involvement in direct 
sales and ~elated activities. ICA believes that SoCal has been 
required to maintain this activity specifically by actions of the 
Commission and that the Commission now has an oppo~tunity to correct 
those actions. ICA believes that the Commission should reinstate its 
order for SoCal to withdraw from d-irect sales activities and return 
to its proper role of helping to educate consumers with ~espect to 
the important goal of energy conservation. Continuation of the 
program would have a definite anticompetitive effect on the 
marketplace. 

- 17 -
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Evaluation of Potential 
Anticompetit1ve Effects 
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In evaluat1ng the potential anticompetit1ve errects of 
WAfS?, the Commissio~ will be guided by the direction from the 
California Supreme Court in Northern Ca11fornia Power Agency v 
Pub11c Utilities Commission (1971) 5 cal 3d 370. the court in that 
decision stated: "The Commission must place the important pu~lic 
policy in favor of rree competition in the scale along with the other 
rights and interests of the general public." (~. at 379.) 

The encouragement of assistance in and financing of the 
installation of home insulation has been legislated pub1ic po,licy 
since the addition in 1975 and 1977 of Chapter 6, Home Insulation and 
Financing~ to the Public Utilities Code. The Commission, in 
D.82-02-135, found an urgent need for public utilities to take 
aggressive steps to promote energy conservation (Finding 1). 
Further, we found in D.82-02-135 (Finding 10) and in prev10us 
deCisions that there are substantial opportunities for highly cost-
effective investments by public utilities in providing financial 
incentives for weatherization retrofit by their residential 
customers. 

SoCal's WAfSP, as part of WFCP, meets the criterion of 
being an aggressive step to promote energy conservation. The 
"aggressive step," however, has admitted anticomp'etitive effects. 
SoCal's witness Embrey forthrightly testified that the SoCal WAfSP 
was designed to minimize,. not to eliminate, antieomp-etitive effects, 
and SoCal's two briefs offe~ the Commission proposed findings 
designed to overcome any adverse effects of the program on 
competition. We must therefore weigh these ant1competitive effects 
"in the scale along with the othe~ rights and interests of the 
general public." 

In requiring the consolidation of WFCP and DSP in" 
D.82-02-135, we were impressed by the contentions of the CEC that the 
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co~solidation would reduce duplication of effort and provide a 
substantial cost saving. Aware of the ~orthern California Power 
Agency case, however, we were also concerned that the aggressive 
weatherization effort contemplated by D.82-02-135 might have serious 
anticompetitive effects and t~erefore ordered the further 
consideration of anticompetitiveness. SoCal's serious reservations 
about the combined program and its assurances that a separated 
program would not produce ~n additional burden on regular service 
persuade us to reverse our directive to combine the twO programs. 

The Commission hns previously considered the issue of 
direct competition by a public utility with unregulated suppliers, in 
the Dimension PBX·case. (D.81962, (1971) 82 CPUC 725.) The Pacific 
Telephone and Telegraph Company (PT&T) bad applied for authorization 
of tariffs for a versatile new private branch exchange designated 
"Dimension PBX". Unregulated manufacturers of similar equipoent 

. protested, on anticompetitiveness grounds. The COQcission's 
4t decision was appealed by protestants to.the California Supreme Court, 

but review was de~ied. 
Although D.87962 involved Dimension PBX~ a public utility 

service rendered under utility tariffs, an analogy to that case is 
a~p~op~iate si~ce in~~alla~ion o~ insulation ana weatherization as an 
alternative to expan~ion of utility plant and depletion ·of natural 
re$ources is ac activity which now cannot be separated from more 
traditiona~ utility functions. In the Dimension PBX case, the 
Commission said: 

"We see our regulatory role in this 
competitive Situation as ou~ traditional 
function of prescribing rates that are 
just and reasonable, using conventional 
regulatory concepts that consider the 
cost to provide the service. If, at the 
just ane reasonable rate levels we 
establish for utility service, the 
public utility's competitors can provide 
more attractive equipment, or can charge 
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a lower price, or both, they will carve 
out a sha~e o~, or perhaps capture 
entirely, the market for that 
equipoent. As we u~derstand ou~ duty 
under the ~orther~ California Power 
A~ency decision. it is to explore 
the anticompetitivc aspects of a 
proposed utility service offering. !f 
the rates that we establish are just and 
reasonable, ~nd fully recover the cost 
of the service offering, yet are not 
excessively profitable to the utility, 
we feel that we have co~plied with tbe 
directions of the California Supreme 
Court in considering 'the important 
public policy in favor of free 
competition in the scale along with the 
otber rights and interest of ~he general 
public.'" 
It is important that the Commission make certain that any 

weatherization program carri~d out in private residences, which could 
also be perforroed by contractors unaffiliated with the utility, not 
be subsidized in any way by ~he ~tility~s regula~cd operations. 
SoCal will~ therefore, be directed to identify the overhead costs of 
the program. i~cluding all p~rsonnel. and charge those costs to DSP. 
In addition. DSP should bear its fully allocatee share of SoCal's 
bill inserts and other advertising, to the extent that ~hese 
communications produce leads for DSP. 

~e will adopt SoCal's ?roposal that the rev~nues and 
expenses associated ~ith DSP be accounted for in the CCA balancing 
account. ~e expect Soeal to ensure that fully allocated costs of DS? 
balance the program~s revenues. We will not allow the ratepayers to 
subsidize DS?; neither will we allow SoCal to reallocate any revenue 
surplus out of DSP to other uses. 

SoCal will be directed to file. witbin 30 cays y a ?rojected 
first year budget for DS? This budget sho~ld identify the overhead 
and advertising costs to be allocated to DSP. 

~ .. 
'. 
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SoCal will also be di~ected to file within 30 days a 
detailed descriptfon or the procedures by which licensed contractors 
will apply to partiCipate as DS? subcontractors. SoCal must ensure 
that its selection process 1s open to any licensed contractor who 
meets fair and objective standards. While SoCal has an obvious 
interest in ensuring the quality o~ work performed by cont~actors 
operating as·SoCal subcontractors in performing DSP installations, 
the utility will bear a heavy ~urden before us in attempting to 
justify any conditions more restrictive th~n those presently required 
for ReS-listing. Of course, Socal may refuse to renew subcontractors 
who have performed poorly or unreliably. 

~e note in this regard that ~~e CEC, on January 12, 1983, 
amended the RCSState Plan. As part of these ~Pha$e !l" amendments, 
virtually all contractors with relevant state contractor's licenses, 
and which agree to ReS warranty requirements are eligible for RCS-
listing. These modifications should appease lCA's concerns that the 
ReS-listing requirement would operate t~ limit contractor 
p~rticipatio~ in DSP. 

An impertant element of SoCal's DS? which was not addressed 
adequately in this proceeding was the consideration of ~rice in 
SoCal's selection of and contract~ with contractors. In considering 
the appropria~e role ,for pricing 'SF installations. the Commission 
f~ces competing motivations. First, the ratepayers have an interes~ 
in holding down the price of ~easures fin~nced through all elements 
of WFCP, since these prices are reflected directly in program costs. 

Second, however, the Co~mission has a competing obligation 
to minimize the anticompetitive impacts of DSF. Restrictive pricing 
requirements could tend to influence unduly the overall market prices 
of WFCP measures. 

As a reasona~le balancing of these concerns, SoCal will be 
directed to solicit price offerings from contractors as part of its 
su~contractor selection procedure. Potential subcontractors will be 
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requested to estimate the number of jobs they would be willing to 
perform for SOCal; and to state the price they would charge. SoCal 
will accept for participation ~n DSP the qualified contr~ctors which 
can, in the aggregate. perfor~ the number of DSP installations which 
SoCal projects at the lowest total cost. This prOjected eemand must, 
of course, consider the full range of measures eligible for WFCP. 

In this way, individual contractors will compete against 
one another for participation in DSF, not against a predetermined 
SoCal target. In oreer to strengthen further the competitiveness of 
its DS? contracting procedure, SoCal will be directed to hold new 
rounds of subcontractor selection at regular, fairly short 
intervals. Sopal has ~roposed to soli~it proposals once each year; 
that interval is too long. In its compliance filing, SoCal should 
select a frequency of solicitat"ion which will allow prompt and 
flexible response to changes in prices of mate~ials~ labo~, and other 
costs of installations. which will allow individual contractors to 
ntry again ff reasonaoly soon if they have priced themselves out of DSP 
partiCipation, ~nd which will allow SoCal to update ~rojections of 
DSP pa~tieipation levels. 

~e find that th~ program outlined in this decision 
minimizes the potential anticompetitive impacts of DSP. In 
proportion to the public policy to be served. aoy remaining restraint . 
upon competiti~n occasioned by the WAfSP is ~easonable, and that 
public po:icy in favor of energy conservation overrides any 
identifiable potential anticompetitlve effects of the WAfS? 

For WAfS? to be upheld if challenged on antieomp~titive 
grounds, the WAfS? must be supervised with reasonaole diligence by 
the state. (California Retail Liquor Dealerz Association v Midcal 
Aluminum (1980) 445 US 97, 63 L ed 2d 233.) The Commission is the 
California agency charged with the supervision and regulation of 
public utilities. CPU Code §§ 216(d) and 701.) It is tberefore 
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incumbent u~¢n the Commission to ~eview the prices charged by SoCal 
to:- i t.s wea t.he:-iza't.ion products. to regulate the standar-ets 
est.ablished for par-ticipating s~bcontractors, to monitor market 
conditions to determine SoCal's market. share, and to reexamine 
SoCal's direct. sales program periodically to assess the mar~et impact 
of the program. 

The first Commission effort in this supervision will be 
review of SoCal's compliance filing. !f we find SoCal's proposal to 
oe inadequate, we will consider further hearings in this 
proceeding. 1 

On an ongOing baSiS, we expect SoCal to describe its nsp 
acti vi ties in detail in each ot its per'iodic reports to t.he 
Commission concerning the WFCP program. The Commission's Energy 
Conservation Branch shall revie~ these filings and inform the 
Commission of any difficulties. DSP will be considered in detail at 
the time of the annual reasonableness review of SoCal's WFCP program. 

With the issuance of this deCiSion, SoCal's motion filed 
December 31, 1982, for an immediate order on the issues considered 
herein is now moot and requires no action. 
Fin<::ings of Fact 

1. Notice of the hearings in this phase of these proceedings 
~as given directly t~ more than 1,500 potentially affected 
contractors in.~outhern California. !n addition, notice was 
published in all local newspapers serving SoCal's service area. 

, The ~rovisions of SoCal's WAfS? and the procedure followed in 
this proceeding to examine ~he issue of antico~petitiveness (i.e" 
none ~ublic hearing) qualify the program for the NEC?A exemption from 
its supply and installation prohi bi tion set fo:"'th in Chapter XIV of / 
~he RCS State Plan. The ReS State Plan requires that all contractors 
participating in the exempted program be RCS-listed. (See 
D.82-09-062, issued September 22, 1982, in this proceeding.) 
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2. Contractor~ and contractor repre~entatives testified in the 
hearings about potential anticompetitive effects of SoCalts direct 
sales program. 

3. WA/SP~ prepared and submitted by SoCal in compliance with 
Ordering. Paragraph 1.d. of D.82-02-135, and as modified by this 
decision, meets the criterion of being an aggressive step to promote 
energy conservation as contemplated by Finding 1 of D.82-02-135. 

4. WAfS?, as proposed by SoCal, contemplates that DSF'" be 
continued separately !'rom the advice-referral actiVities of WFCP, 
rather than combined as required by Ordering Paragraph 1.d. of 
D.82-02-135. 

5. Continued separation of the advice-referral activities of 
WFCP from DSP would minimize the potential anticQmpetitive effects of 
DSP. 

6. The DSP proposed by SoCal includes all measures eligible 
for WFCP finanCing acd credits. 

7. The cost to SoCal's ratepayers of the WAfSP authorized by 
this decision is reasonable. 

8. The restriction of the type of insulation sold and 
installed under SoCal's DSP to rocKwool or fiberglass is 
unreasonable. Instead, all materials eligible for financing under 
WF~ should be described in WFCP advice-referral activities and 
available through DSP. 

9. SoCal promotes sales and installation of insulation and 
other weatherization and energy conservation materials by means of 
bill inserts and by institutional advertising. 

10. SoCal's conservation and weatherization promotional 
activities benefit both SoCal's DSP and independent weatherization 
contractors by stimulating the insulation retrofit and weatherization 
market in southern California. 

11. SoCal's DSr may have competitive advantages over 
1ndepend·ent contraetors because of'": 
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a. The market impact of institutional 
acve~tising and specific promotion 
of wea~herization products through 
SoCal's bill inserts. 

b. SoCal's established identity and 
relationship with rate,~yer=. 

c. Identification in customers' minds 
with SoCal's WFCP and ReS. 

12. SoCal's DSP m~y result in better cash flow for those 
contractors who install weatherization measures under contract to 
SoCal qompared to other cont~actors. 

that 
~3. SoCal's DSF will help achieve levels of market penetration 
otherwise .would not be realized. 
14. The DSP will further the goal' of maximizing energy 

conservation. 
15. The DSP as authorized by this decision will involve no 

utility subsidy of that program. 
16. The DS? will result in lower overal! costs to ratepaye~s by 

tt increasing the penetration of cost-effective energy conservation 
measures. 

17. The requirements for participation by contractors in the 
DSP authorized by this decision are fair and objective. The DS? will 
be open to participation by any contractor who meets the standards, 
including SoCal's WFC? wa~~anty ~eQuire~ents~ and opportunities to 

~ 

bid fo~ partiCipation will be o~fered to all RCS-listed contractors 
through freque~t biddi~g procedures. The prog~am should be designed 
to avoid providing any supplier or contractor an unreasonably large 
share of the market. Any subsequent work financed through w~CP would 
be re~uirec to meet that ~~ogram's warr~n:y =equi=em~nts. 

18. Price competition among qualified cont~actors for the 
opportunity to participate in DSP should reduce the costs of DSP and 
WFCP without exerting anticompetitive pressures on the markets for 
insulation and weatherization materials. 

- 25 -
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4t 19. SoCal should make all ~ea$onable efto~t~ to ensure that 
contractors instaliing insulation and weatherization measu~es do not 
misrepresent or capitalize unreasonably upon thei~ limited 
cont~actual relationship with SoCal. 

20. It is unclear at this time whether SoCal's ma~ket share 
will 1nc~ease or decrease as a result of SoCal's di~ect sales prog~am. 

21. SoCal should cbarge DS? with its fully allocated share of: 
adve~tising costs, including postage, handling, and ove~head; and 
gene~al program 'overhead. 

22. The Commission will engage actively in the scrutiny, 
supervision, and monito~ing of the operation and progress of WAfS? 
Specifically: .SoCal will be di~ected to itemize its WA/S? activities 
within its regular reports to the Co~mission on WFCP: and WAfS? 
activities will be reviewed in detail as part of annual reviews of 
the ~easonableness of WFC? 

23. No less ~cstrictive alternative will be as effective an 
ene~gy conservation ~ea$ure as SoCal's WA/S? as authorized by this 
decision. 

24. !n p~oportion to the public policy to be served, any 
restraint upon competition occasioned by SoCalts WA/SP, as authorized 
by this decision, ~s ~e~sonable. PubliC policy in favor of energy 
conse~vation ove~rides the potential anticompetitive effects of the 
WAfSP. 
Conclusions of La~ 

1. The Com~issionts policy, and that of the Legislature as 
expressed in PU Code §§ 2781 through 2789, is to p~omo:e energy 
conservation by means of home insulation and financing. 

2. the extent to which ~he DS? authorized by this Gecision may 
h~ve anticompetitive effects on the insulation and weathe~ization 
markets or create a market restraint will be minimized by the 
intended structu~e of the p~ogram. 
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tt 3. Any remaining anticompetitive effect or market restraint 
from the DSP are reasonaole ana no less restrictive alternative will 
penetrate the insulation retrofit and weatherization markets as well 
a~ DSP, as authorized oy this decision. 

4. The public policy goal of maximizir~ conservation outweighs 
the potential anticompetitive effeets of DS? as authorized by this 
deciSion. 

S. The nSF as authorized by this decision minimizes potential 
anticompetitive effects, is reasonable, and serves the public 
inte:o-erit. 

6. SoCal should expand its DS? ~o de~onstrate~ sell. and 
arrange installation of any of the three types of t:o-aditional 
i~sulation materials. as selected oy the customer, namely, rockwool, 
fireproof cellulose, and fiberglass, as well as other insulation and 
weatherizatio~ materials a?proved by the' Commission in generic 
decisions or in its Ee Series resol~tio~s. 

7. SoCal should be authorized to ,continue the separation of 
DS? !"rom the advice-referral activities of WFCP. 

8. SoCal should revise WAfS? to conform to the letter and 
spirit of this decision. 

ORDER A~TER FURTHER HEARI~G 

IT IS ORD£R~D that: 
1. Southern California Ga~ Company (SoCal) shall, within 30 

days o!" the effective date of this order, file with the Commission a 
report containing the details and manner in which it plans to 
i~?lement its Weatherization Advice and Sales ?rogram 1 in conformance 
with this decision. SoCal shall file ac original and 12 copies with 
the Commission's Docket Office. 
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tt 2. It the plan submitted in compliacce with Ordering 
Paragraph 1 is aceeptable to the Commission, SoCal and the parties 
will be inro~e~ by a letter from th~ Commiss1on·s Exeeutive Directo~. 

3. Ten cays after issuance ot the Executive Director's letter, . 
this proceeding will terminate. 

!h13 order becomes effective 30 ~ay3 from today. 
Dated March 2, i983, at San Francisco, California. 
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and independent contractor~ in~tall in~ulation and other conservation 
material or equipment in the homes of SoCalt~ customers. [ 

Earlier, in D.92491 (in A.59316), dated Decemo~r ,. 1980, 
the Commission had ordered SOCal to continue its DS~ only until the 
Commission had approved a 'zero interest loan program (ZIP") for 
SoCal.. Subsequent to the issuance of D.92497 ~ SoCal's· then existing 
home insulation program (HIP), with its financing incentive of an 8% 
intere~t rate for attic insulation loans and its support from nSF', 
became overwhelmi,ngly successful with SoCal's ratepayers. Because of 
the success of HIP, the significantly higher cost of ZIP to, 
ratepayers, and the self-supporting nature of the DSP, the Commission 
decided in D.82-02-135 to continue both the 8% financ.:!:'neg and DS? as 
features of WFCP. ~: 

The Commission found in D .. 82-02-135 ~t the incorporation 
of nsp into WFCP would substantially reduce SOCalts labor costs while 
prOviding the additional inducement to~weat£erization of "closing the 
sale". Second, the Commission found th both incorporatingDSP into 
WFCP and. expanding it to include sale of all the conservation 
measures made eligible for WFCP wer~easonable. The Commis-sion also. 

/.. . 
found that the combined functions f weatherization representatives 
and direct sales agents could be performed by a Single labor force. 

Ordering Paragraphs .d .. a.nd 15 of D .. 82-02-135 reQ.uired 
SoCal to file with the Commi~ion its designs for the weatherization 
representative and dire~t s lies elements of WFCP".. Ordering Paragraph 
'.d .. reads: 

"d.. SoCal shal provide advice to 
customers about WFCP, contractor 
refer~a , and financing through a 
weather. zat10n representative who 
will so have the authority to make 
direct company sales to customers of 
all eligible WFCP measures.. SoCal 
shall offe~ participation in its 
direct company sales program to all 
ReS-listed contractors under uniform 
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Honick presented lCA's position that SoCal's DSP was 
anticompetitive. He thought that SoCal was t~ ~e com?limented for 
its sensitive awareness that the Commission's decision would create 
an intolerable situation for independent contractors who already. find 
it extremely difficult to compete in the marketplace.. Honick 
asserted that any public utility direct sales activity is by 
definition anticompetitive. 

ICA recognized that cooperative promotional efforts could 
assist independent contractors. However, ICA asserts that SoCal' 

,/ 

enjoys an .established identity ·~----par t and a continuing rela'tionsbip 
/ with its ratepayers with which independent contractors cannot 

/. compete. According to ICA, SoCal is not merely an wordinary 
/ contractor,w Since no ordinary contractor could reach all of Socal's 

/ ratepayers through the use of inserts in ratepay~r funded mailings of 
bills and other materials. Further, SoCal ca~enter or withdraw from 
the marketplace, as dictated by the comlllis~n, without any 
discernible negative impact on itself. ~dinary contractors with 
whom SoCal competes, however, rely SOl~y on the insulation or 
conservation services which they sell 

In ICA's view the competi;?:e advantage to SoCal of its 
I unique relationship with its ratepayers and. its d.iversifiea operation 

I . is further enhanced by SoCal's c?pacity as a financing medium.. The 
utili ty will be able to controJ! the flow of funds to' independent 

I 
contractors partiCipating in/WFCP while substantially reducing 
administrative costs ana other problems for the select few 

I 

contractors performing under SoCal's WAfSP. 
Although impressed with SoCal's desire to maintain high 

standards of performance by contractors who would ?erform the work 
under DSP, ICA objects strenuously to the ?rogram being restricted to 
ReS-listed' contractors. Further,. while SoCal has expressed . 
sensitivity in its WAfSP to the standards required of contractors by 
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consolidation would reduce duplication of effort and provide a 
substantial cost saving. Aware of the Northern California Power 
Agency case~ however, we were also concerned that the aggressive 
weatherizati?n effort contemplated by D.S2-02~13S might have serious 
anticompetitive effects and therefore ordered the further 
conSideration of anticompetitiveness. SoCal's serious reservations 
about the combined program and its assurances that a separated 
program would not produce an additional burden on regular service 
persuad'e us to reverse our directive to combine the two pr-ogr-atl13. 

The Commission has previously conSidere7~he issue of 
direct competition by a public utility with unregulated suppliers, in 

/ the Dimension PBX case. (D.S7962, (1977) 82 CPUC 725.) The Pacific 
/ Telephone and Telegraph Company (PT&T) had applied for authorization 

of tariffs for a versatile new private b~Ch exchange designated 
"Dimension PBX". Unregulate~~~~~ufacturers of similar equipment 
protested, on anticompeti ti ve7~g;;undsl.' The Commi~sion' s decision was 

/ 
appealed by protestants to the Cal~rornia Supreme Court, but ~View 
was d'enied. . / 

Although D.87962 inv1ve~ Dimension PBX, a public- utility 
service rendered under utili;>' tariffs, an analogy to that case is 
appropriate since installat~on of insulation and weatherization as an 

/ 

alternative to expansion ~f utility plant and depletion of natural 
resources is an activit~hich now cannot be separated from more 
traditional utility functions. In the Dimension PBX case, the 
Commission said: ~ 

"We see our regulatory role in this 
competitive situation as our traditional 
function of prescribing rates that are 
just and reasona'ole~ using conventional 
regulatory concepts that consider the 
cost to provide the service. If, at the 
just and reasonable rate levels we 
establish for utility service, the 
public utility's competitors can provide 
more attractive equipment~ Or can charge 
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a lower price, or both, they will carve 
out a share of, or perhaps capture 
entirely, the market for that 
equipment. As we understand our duty 
under the Northern California Power 
Agency decision, it is to explore 
the anticompetitive aspects of a 

ALT-LMG 

proposed utility service offering. If 
the rates that we establish are just and 
reasonable, and fully recover the cost 
of the service offering, yet are not 
excessively profitable to the utility,-
we feel that we have complied with the 
directions of the California Supreme 
Court in considering 'the important 
public policy in favor of free 
competition in the scale along with the / 
other rights and interest of the general/' 
public. '" / 
It is important that the commission~ke certain that any 

weatherization program carried out in private residences, which could 
/ also be performed by contractors unaffiliated with the utility, not 

/ be SUbsidized in any way by the utility~ regulated operations. 
SoCal will, therefore, be directed to/dentifY the overhead costs of 
the program, including all personne~ and charge those costs to DSF. 
In addition, DSP should bear its f1l'lly allocated· share of SoCal's 

I bill inserts and other advertisinft, to the extent that these 
communications produce leads fof DSF. 

We will adop.t SoCal's proposal that the revenues and 
I 

expenses associated with DSF/be accounted for in the CCA balancing 
account. We expect SoCal to ensure that fully allocated costs of DSF 

./l.P./~ . balance the program's ~s. We will not allow the ratepayers. to 
I 

subsidize DSP; neither ~1.1 we allow SoCal to reallocate any revenue 
surplus out of DSP to other uses. 

f 
I 

SoCal will b.e d-ireeted to file, within 30 days, a projected 
firs·t year budget for nSF. This 'budget should. id.entify the overhead 
and advertising costs to be allocated to DSP. 
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SoCal will also be directed to file within 30 days a 
detailed description of the procedures by which licensed contractors 
will apply to participate as DSP subcontractors. Socal must ensure 
that its selection process is open to any licensed contractor who 
meets fair and objective standards. While SoCal has an obVious 
interest in ensuring the quality of work performed by contractors 
operating as SoCal subcontractors in performing DS'P' installation-s, 

" the utility will bear a heavy burden before us in attempt1ng...·io 
/' justify any conditions more restrictive than those presently required 

for RCS-listing:" tt ~.....:f'/ $lJr::.L ~ ~. 1:S r~7~~ 
r~~~VV I./~ 

f ' /) 'We note :lon this regard that the CEC, on Ja-nuary 12, 1983, 
/ amended the RCS State Plan. As part of these ~Ph~se II~ amendments, 

/ virtually all contractors with relevant state contractor's licenses, 
/ and which agree to ReS warranty reqUirement~are eligible for RCS-

listing. These modifications should appeas-e lCA's concerns that the . / -

RCS-listing requirement would operate 70 limit contractor 
participation in DSP. 

An important element of Sogal's DSP which. \las not addressed 
adequately in this proceeding was tl:ie consideration of price :in 
SoCal's selection of and contracts/with contractors. In considering 

/ 
the appropriate role for pricingjDSP installations, the Commission 
faces competing motivations. 7irst, the ratepayers have an interest 
in holding down the price of measures financed through all elements , 
of WFCP, since these prices/are reflected directly in program ~osts. 

Second, however'/the Commission has a competing ocligat1on 
to minimize the anticomped.tive impacts of DSP'. Restrictive pr1~ing 
reqUirements could tend' t~ influence undu!ly the overall-market ~ 
prices o-f WFCP measures. 

As a reasonable balanCing of these concerns, SoCal will be 
directed to solicit price offerings from contractors as p~rt or its 
subcontractor selection procedure. Potential subcontractors will be 
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requested to estimate the number of jobs they would be Willing to 
perform for SoCal, and to state the price they wou14 charge. SoCal 
will accept for participation in DSP the qoalified contractors which 
can, in the ~ggregate, perform the number of DSP installations which 
SoCal projects at the lowest total cost. This projected demand must, 
of course, consider the full range of measures eligible for WFCP. 

In this way, individual contractors will compete against 
/' one another for participation in DSP, not against a predeter~ne4 

/' SoCal target. In order to strengthen further the competi~veness of 
1 ts DSF" oontraoting procedure, SoCal will be directed t.6holCf neW' 

/' rounds of suboontractor selection at regular, fairl~hort 
intervals. SoCal has proposed to solicit proposaLS once each year; 

/ 
that interval is too long. In its compliance ~~ing, SoCal ShO. uld 
select a frequency of solicitation which w1l~allow prompt and 

/ flexible response to changes in pr-ioes of materials, labor, and other 
/ 

costs of installations, which will allo~ndividual contractors to 
"try again" reasonably soon if they h;ve priced themselves out of DSP 
partiCipation,. and Which will allow S'oCal to update projections of 
DSP participation levels. ~ 

We find that the program outlined in this decision 
/ minimizes the potential antico~etitive impacts of DSP. In 

, / proportion to the public pol~ to be served, any remaining restraint 
upon competition oceasione~y the WAfSP is reasonable, and that 
public policy in favor of~nergy conservation overrides any 
identifiable potential anticompetitive effects· of the WA/S? 

/ 
For WAlS? tO/be upheld if challenged on anticompetitive 

grounds, the WA/S? must be supervi~ed with reasonable diligence by 
the state. (California Retail Liquor Dealers Association v Miel.cal 
Aluminum (198·0) 445 US 91 ~ 63 L eel. 2d 233.) The Commission is the 
California agency charged with the supervision and regulation of 
public utilities. (PU Code §§ 216(d) and 101.") It is theret-ore 
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incum'bent upon the Commission to review the prices charged by SoCal 
for its weatherization products, to regulate the standards 
established for participating subcontractors, to monitor market 
conditions to determine Socal's market share, and to reexamine 
Socal's direct sales program periodically to assess the market impact 
of the program. 

The first Commission effort in this supervision,will be 
review of Socal's compliance filing~ I r we find SoCal ~,s l>roposal to 

,/ 
be inadequate, we will consider fUrther hearings itythis 
proceeding. 1 // 

On an ongoing baSis, we expect SoCal/to descri'be its DSP 
acti vi ties in detail in each of its periodic/reports to, the 

/ Commission concerning the WFCP program~e Commission's Energy 
Conservation Branch shall review these ilings and inform the 
COmmission of any difficulties.. DSP/ ill be consid.ered in detail at 
the time of the annual reasonableness review of SoCal's WFCP program. 

With the issuance of tn/s deCiSion, SoCal's motion filed 
December 31, 1982, for an immediate order on the issues consid:ered' 
herein is now moot and reqUir~ no action. 
Findings of Fact ~ 

1. Notice of the hea~ings in this phase of these proceedings. 
was given directly to mori than 1,500 potentially affecteCf 

I 
contractors in southern California. In addition, notice was 
published in all local dewspapers serving SoCal's service area .. 

I 

1 The provisions of SoCal's WAfS? and the procedure followed in 
this proceeding to examine the issue of anticompetitiveness (i.e., 
"one public hearing) qualify the program for the NEC?A exemption from 
its supply and installation prohibition set forth in Chapter XIV of 
the RCS State Plan. The ReS State Plan requires that all contractors 
participating in the exempted program be RCS-listed. (See~ • 
D.82-09-062, i$Sued September 22, 1982, in this proeeedin'~ 
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a. The market impact of institutional 
advertising and specific promotion 
of weatherization products thro.ugh 
SoCal's bill inserts. 

b •. SoCal's established identity and 
relationship with ratepayers. 

c. Identification in customers' minds 
with SoCal's WFCP and RCS. 

ALT-LMG 

12. SoCal's. DSP may result in better cash flow for those 
contractors wbo install weatberization measure~ under contract to 
SoCal compared to other contractors. / 

13. SoCal's DSP will help achieve levels of mar7ket penetratio.n 
that otherwi~e would not be realized. 

14. The DSP will further the goal of max1mizin-g energy 

/ conservation. 
15. The DSP as authorized by this deciSion will involve no 

utility subsidy of that program. . ~ 
16. The DSP will result in lowerove all costs to ratep.ayers by 

increasing the penetration o.f co.st-effec ive energy conservatio.n 
measures. 

17. The requirements for partiCipation by contractors in the 
DSP autho.rized by this decision a~~fair and objective~ ~SJ~w1_ll~ ~ 
be open to. partiCipation by any c-ontractor who meets the- standa:;dS?' 1\ 0 ;::r::P 
and opportunities to. bid f~r pa!tieiPa tion will be offered' to. all RCS- 'c-(l .... ~ , 
listed contractors through freituent bidding procedures. The program .; 

/ should be designed to. avoid ,roviding any supplier or contractor an 
unreasonably large share o.fYthe market. 

,a. Price compet1tidn among q~~ied contractors for the 
opportuni ty to particiPat'e in DSP sho.uld. red.uce the costs of DSP and 

/ /"" WFCP without exerting anticompetitive pressures on the markets for ---insulatio.n and weath~~~ation materials. 
~. , . 
~ ~r-=c "':W.J r----...J.- 7t:;,&,~/'"'Wi='C.f) 
(,I~ A" "''''-7 - / 

'/-4- t~ ~ ~ -/-~."-,.A .~ 
V..I'V'II> I': _~ & . : ..,1'-'-.. r ~~ 

.- "'''''''''------; t'1o.R....~ .... ~. 
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~ 19. SoCal should make all reasonable efforts to ensure that 
contractors installing insulation and weatherization measures do not 
misrepresent Or capitalize unreasonably upon their limited 
contractual relationship with SoCal. 

20. It is unclear at this t1me whether SoCal's market share 
will increase or deerease as a result of SQCal's direct sales program. 

21. SoCal should charge DSP with its fully allocated share of: 
advertising costs, including postage, handling, and over-head;',..-arid 

S, ~~g; Q,w11t:;y a~30i"aQCe 1nspe ct1-o:l ~",.. f~ i-tJ' . overhead. 
---- ./. . 22. The Commission will engage actively in the 5crUtiny~ 

supervision, and monitoring of the operation and~ prog-ress of WA/S? p 

/ . 
Specifically: SoCal will be directed to itemize~ts WAfSP activities 
w1thin its regular reports to the Commission o~WFCP; and WAfS? 

/ activities will be reviewed in detail as pae·t of annual reviews of 
the reasonableness of WFCP. / , 

23. No less restrictive alternatilVe will be as effective an 
/ energy conservation measure as soCa~ WA/SP as authorized by this 

deciSion.. / 
24. In proport10n to the pUblic policy t~ be served, any 

I restr-aint upon competition occasioned by SoCal's WAfS?, as authorized 
/ 

by this deCiSion, is reasona~le.. Public policy in favor of energy 
/ cooservation overrides the/potential anticompetitive 'effects of the 

WAISP. ' 
Conclusions of Law 

~. 

1. The Commission's policy, and that of the Legislature as 
expressed in PU Code §§ 2781 through 2789, is to promote eaergy 
conservation by means of home insulation and finane1ag. 

2. The extent to which the DS? authorized by this decision may 
have anticompet1tive effects on the insulation and weatherization 
markets or create a market re~tra1nt will be m:f.nim1zed by the 

/ intended structure of the program. <\ 
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3. Any remaining anticompetitive effect or market restraint 
from the DSP are reasonable and. no less restrictive alternative will 
penetrate the insulation retrofit and weatherization markets as well 
as DSp·, as a.uthorized· by this decision • . 

4. The public policy goal of maximizing conservation outweighs 
the potential anticompetitive effects of DS?, as authorized by this 
decision. 

5. The nSF as authorized by this decision minimizes potential 
anticompetitive effects, is reasonable, and serves the public 
interest. 

6.. SoCal should expand its DSP to demonstrate, sel·l, and 
/ 

arrange installation of any of the three types of tradi't1onal 
/ insulation materials, as selected by the customer,/namely, rockwool, 

" fireproof cellulose, and fiberglass, as well as other insulation and 
/' 

weatherization materials approved by the Commi,ssion in generic 
" deCisions or in its EC Series resolutions./ 

7. SoCal should be authorized to continue the separation of 
DSP from the advice-referral activ1tie~r WFCP. 

8. SoCal should revise WAfSP t! conform to the letter and 
spirit of this decision. / 

-
o aVOid any further djlays in the imp emen~ 

WFCP, this order Shoul~e made effective tod!y- ~ 

ORDER AFTER FURTHER HEARING 
I , 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
/ 

1. Southern California Gas Company (Socal) shall, within 30 
days of the effective date of this order, file with the CommiSSion a 
report containing the details and manner in whic~ it plans to 
implement its Weatherization Advice and Sales Program,. in conformance 
with this decision. SoCal shall file an original and '2 copies with 
the Commission's Docket Office. - - .. 
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2. If the plan submitted in cO'mpliance Mith Ordering 
Paragraph 1 is acceptable to' the CO'mmissiO'n, SoCal and the parties 
will be informed by a letter from the Commission's Executive DirectO'r. 

3. Ten days after issuance O'f the Executive Director's. letter, 
this .. ~roceeding will~te. ~':z:r $0 /~ u...(y- '/D.~ • , 

" This order;7 ik effecti ve~ . --(j r 
Dated __ MAR_......;;2;...;,;;;1983;.::..::.. ___ ' at San FranciscO', CalifO'rnia. ,.-_ ,.' 

,./'/ 
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